
  
      
    
    

    
    
        
    

    
    
      
    
  

    


    	






	
	
		
		



Fort Worth Plastic Surgery




Experience Matters




Trust your transformation to Emily J. Kirby, MD, an award-winning breast and body expert.





Meet Dr. Kirby →




Our procedures ↓
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Plastic Surgery Expertise




Dr. Kirby’s Awards & Honors
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Dr. Emily Kirby has achieved numerous awards and accolades during her career as a Board Certified Plastic Surgeon. She has been recognized as a Castle Connolly Top Doctor since 2019, and is a member of the American Society of Plastic Surgeons and The Aesthetic Society. Dr. Kirby was named a Texas Super Doctor Rising Star from 2016-2017, then a Super Doctor starting in 2018.







She was asked to serve on the Blue Ribbon Panel Review Committee for Super Doctors. Dr. Kirby has been named a Top Doctor by 360 West Magazine and FW Magazine consistently since 2014. In 2018, she was named an Aggie 100 Honoree by Texas A&M University—an honor reserved for the 100 fastest-growing Aggie-owned or Aggie-led businesses in the world.
























Plastic Surgery Procedures




Board-certified by the American Board of Plastic Surgery, female plastic surgeon, Dr. Emily J. Kirby, specializes in aesthetic plastic surgery in Fort Worth, Texas.
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Breast






	Breast Augmentation
	Breast Reduction
	Breast Lift
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Body






	Liposuction
	Tummy Tuck
	Brazilian Butt Lift (BBL)
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Face






	Eyelid Surgery
	Lip Rejuvenation
	Cheek Augmentation
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Skin
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Men
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Pediatric & Craniofacial










How do I know the right procedures for me?




Not sure where to start? Come in for your Fort Worth plastic surgery consultation and we’ll listen to your goals and concerns, answer your questions, and help you choose among our large range of surgical and non-surgical rejuvenation procedures. Whether you are looking for breast enhancement with breast implants, brow lift, or premier medical spa services, our highly-experienced aesthetic professionals at Kirby Plastic Surgery would love to meet with you and explain your options.











Before & After Gallery




Real patient images from Board-Certified Plastic Surgeon Dr. Emily Kirby





View our patient gallery









[image: Patient image showing Dr. Kirby’s female tummy patient’s torso before and after tummy tuck plastic surgery. In the Before photo, the patient presents with some mild loose skin and fat deposits on the abdomen, obscuring her naturally slim figure. In the After photo, the patient’s abdomen has a natural-looking but slimmer and streamlined contour that is proportional with the rest of her body, with no visible scars above the bikini line. ]  
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*Individual results may vary.
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Dr. Emily J. Kirby




Female Plastic Surgeon Fort Worth




	Board-Certified Plastic Surgeon
	Over 12 years of experience in private practice
	Founder and Medical Director of Kirby Plastic Surgery, Kalos Medical Spa, and City Surgery Center—a Quad A-accredited, state-of-the-art facility located onsite
	Specialist in breast surgery and body contouring, including postpartum
	Castle Connolly Top Doctor since 2019
	First female Chief of Plastic Surgery, Texas Health Resources Harris Methodist Hospital











Meet Dr. Kirby
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[image: A white reclining treatment chair with pillows, blanket, and a headset, located next to two CoolSculpting machines, which are able to sculpt two fat deposits at once (also known as DualSculpting). CoolSculpting is a non-surgical fat reduction treatment that uses cool temperatures to dissolve unwanted fat deposits in areas like the abdomen and flanks (love handles).]  
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Patient Reviews
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“During the consult Dr. Kirby was caring and patient as she listened and answered every question I had.  She never made me feel rushed.  She demonstrates she stays up to date on research by providing explanations backed by studies…Surgery went smoothly and I love my results.  Clear post op guidelines were given and safety was always emphasized. Every person I interacted with in the facility has been kind and helpful with whatever my needs are.  10/10 recommend this facility for whatever plastic surgery procedure you’re interested in!”






“It was the little things that Dr Kirby did that stood out to me as patient . She had a very detailed pamphlet put together that outlined everything I needed to know and do before and after the surgery . I even received a little post op surgery care package that included a can of soup, some chapstick, lotion and even a bell I could ring to use at home…I am very very happy with my results . Dr Kirby is very personable and kind. She is a gifted surgeon…I highly recommend her!!”






“I came to Dr. Kirby for breast reconstruction due to breast cancer, and I am so glad I chose her. In addition to being a very skilled surgeon, she is a kind and compassionate person, which really matters when you’re going through such a difficult experience. I had previously met with a male surgeon who was very cold and condescending and my experience with Dr. Kirby could not have been more different. She – and her staff – really listen…always respond to messages and calls quickly, and truly care about the best possible outcomes for their patients.”






“After having my breast implants for 42 years I was over them and wanted them out. I started searching for a surgeon and came across Dr. Kirby. Not only was the doctor highly qualified but also a female! From the moment I made my initial appointment my experience was amazing. I felt so at ease with her and all of her staff. Their level of professionalism is exemplary. I am very pleased with the outcome of my surgery and would recommend Dr. Kirby to anyone.”












More patient reviews
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City Surgery Center




Our on-site, accredited surgical suite




Instead of heading to a hospital or other public surgical facility for your procedure, you can enjoy the privacy and luxury of our on-site operating room, designed to facilitate safe, top-quality care in a spa-like setting.





How we prioritize your privacy & safety















Serving the greater Fort Worth, Texas area




It’s an honor to serve greater Fort Worth and you are our top priority each time you come through the door! We are located in the Shops at Clearfork, just a few minutes from downtown Fort Worth. We are convenient to many area neighborhoods, including Ridglea Hills, the Cultural District, Stockyards, River Oaks, Westover Hills, Tanglewood, and TCU. It’s especially easy to reach us if you are in the 76107, 76109, 76110, 76008 or 76126 zip codes. Visit our Fort Worth office directions page for more about our business hours or driving directions.


















From Dr. Kirby’s Blog
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How can I get rid of my tummy pooch?
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7 Most Popular Procedures & Treatments for Fort Worth Brides
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Why is there a limit on how much fat can be removed with liposuction?
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6 Popular Procedures for Men After Weight Loss





Read Dr. Kirby’s Blog










		
	


 





      
        


  

  

    

      Let’s keep in touch

      Be the first to know about new treatments, exclusive offers, and special events.
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Last Name(Required) 

Phone(Required)

Email(Required)
                            
                        

Select Interest
Breast Implants
Breast Reduction
Breast Lift
Tummy Tuck
Liposuction
Mommy Makeover
Face/Neck
Eyes & Eyelids
Non-Surgical / Medical Spa
Other



How may we be of assistance

News & Specials
								
								Yes, send me news & specials
							



Email
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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                The Aesthetic Society
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          * Reviews are the personal opinions of patients. Images used on our site do not guarantee similar results and your results may vary.


          All content is informational and should not be considered medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. Privacy Policy · Terms of Service


          © 2012-2021 Kirby Plastic Surgery PLLC · Fort Worth Plastic Surgeon · Emily J. Kirby, MD
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